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SVEN PS-370 Speakers, 40W Waterproof, Bluetooth (Black)
The SVEN PS-370 speaker  is  equipped with  a  3600mAh lithium-ion battery,  allowing you to  enjoy long hours  of  fun with  your  favorite
rhythms. The speaker offers a wide range of possibilities - you can play music from external devices using the AUX input cable, or you
can connect to it  via Bluetooth and play music from your phone or connect a pendrive -  the speaker also supports USB flash memory
playback. The device also features large 70-millimeter speakers, with a frequency range of 70-20,000Hz, and a supported power of 40W -
this is sufficient for both indoor music enjoyment and small gatherings. IPx5 waterproof rating ensures that accidental splashes or light
rain won't harm the device.
 
Play from Various Devices
For exceptional user comfort, the SVEN PS-370 speaker supports various sound sources. You can enjoy music from external devices using
the AUX input  cable,  or  wirelessly  through Bluetooth technology.  Additionally,  support  for  USB flash memory playback opens up even
broader options for choosing favorite tracks. Furthermore, the speaker has a built-in radio, so you can create an impromptu party with
rhythms from your favorite station!
 
Great Sound Quality
The  SVEN  PS-370  features  70-millimeter  speakers  that  are  perfect  for  evening  relaxation  with  your  favorite  music,  dates,  or  home
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gatherings! Passive side speakers provide deep and strong bass that enriches the listening experience.
 
Build Ambiance with Atmospheric Lights
The speakers  on the sides  of  the speaker  are  surrounded by dynamically  changing RGB lights,  adding an atmosphere during evening
music listening, dates, or family gatherings. Add colors to your everyday life with the SVEN PS-370!
 
Not Afraid of Atmospheric Precipitation
In terms of durability, the SVEN PS-370 speakers perform very well. Thanks to the IPX5 waterproof rating, you can enjoy music outdoors
without worrying about accidental splashes or rain. IPX5 means protection against rainfall at a rate of 12.5 liters per minute.
 
Handy Companion
The speaker features a convenient handle that makes it easier for you to move from place to place, so you can enjoy music wherever
you want.
 
Package Contents
Speaker x 1
USB-C charging cable x 1
Antenna x 1
Instruction manual x 1
Warranty card x 1
BrandSVENModelPS-370ColorBlackOutput  Power  (RMS)40W  (2  x  20)Frequency  Range70  -  20,000HzSpeaker  Dimensions70mmBattery
LifeUp  to  10hInterfaceBluetoothPower  SourceLi-Ion  Battery  7.4V,  3600mAh  (26.64Wh),  USB:  DC  5VConnector  TypeUSB-CWaterproof
RatingIPX5Device Dimensions360 x 190 x 147 mmDevice Weight2500 g

Price:

€ 75.01

Audio, Bluetooth speakers
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